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In analytic perspective the image of the objeet is produeed by eomputa
tion aceording to the law:, of the perqwctive applying the method of analytic 
geometry. The characteristic geometrical data of object are given in a spatial 
co-ordinate syi'tem, and these eharaeteri:3tics are projected from a suitably 
ehosen origin to a given image plane. 

Let Ui' see first the computation for one point. Be point P(x, ,r, ,:;) given 
in eo-ordinate system C(x, y, ,:;), with the origin point CC(O, 0, -d), and be 
the image plane the eo-ordinate plane (x, y) in "Which the image points of the 
object are oriented to co-ordinate system O(x', y'). Axes x' and y' are identical 
'with x and y. 

According to Fig. 1 the transformation formulae are: 
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In the following, perspective images of simple geometrical configurations 
will be analytically determined. 
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1. The perspective of a cuhe 

a) The cube of the simplest position, first plotted in frontal perspecthe 

Co-ordinates of the corners of a cube placed as in Fig. :2 are: 
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In this case the co-ordinates of the cube corners are: 

A(.50, 60,40) 
B(130, 60,40) 
C (130, 60, 120) 
D(50, 60, 120) 
E(59, 140, 120) 
F(50, 140,40) 
G (130, 140,40) 
H(130, 140, 120) 
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Co-ordinates of the Image point" determined by the transformation 
formulae are: 

A'(35,7: 42,9) 
B'(92,9: 42,9) 
C(59; 27,3) 
D'(22,7: 27,3) 

E'(22,7; 63,6) 
F'(35,7; 100) 
G' (92,9: 100) 
H'(59: 63,6) . 

Plotting the image points in co-ordinate sy"tem (x', y') and connecting 
the corresponding ones, the perspectiYe image of the cube becomes: 
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Fig. 3 

b) Representing a cube with two aiming points 

In the plane of equation y = c be, with respect to base ABeD (Fig. 4): 
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Fig. 4 
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a = 100 nUll 

b = 20 mm 
x 1= 60 mm 

Zl = 50 lllm 
d = 100 mm 

c = 80 mm 

Co-ordinates of the cube corners are: 

A(80, 80, 50) 
B(160, 80, 70) 
C(140, 80, 150) 
D(60, 80, 130) 

E(60, 180, 130) 
F(80, 180, 50) 
G(160, 180, 70) 
H(140, 180, 150) 

Finally, the co-ordinates of the image points: 

A'(53,3; 53,3) 
B'(94.,1; 47) 
C'(56; 32) 
D'(26; 34,,8) 

E'(26; 78,3) 
F'(53,3; 120) 
G (94,1; 105,9) 
H (56; 72) 

:N ote. The base ABCD is oriented to co-ordinate system (xl' Zl) in its plane.) 
The image of the cube with the computed image points is shown in 

Fig. ;). 

-, 
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2. Image of a dodecahedron 

Fig. 6 shows the plan view of a dodecahedron in the plane of equation 
y = -160. Co-ordinates of the twentv corners of the dodecahedron v,-ith 
.' 0 

the given plane view, partly read off the graph, partly computed, are: 

1(76; -160; 34) 
2(96,5; -160; 57) 
3(81; -160; 85) 
-1(50; -160; 78) 
5(46,4; -160; 47) 
6(31,5; -132; 38) 

7(79; -132; 17) 
8(114.; -132; 55,5) 
9(88; -132; 100) 

10(37; -132; 90) 
11(26; -116; 66) 
12(52; -116; 20) 

13(102,5; -116; 30) 
14(108; -116; 82) 
15(61; -116; 104,) 
16(64,5; -88; 85) 
17(43; -88; 63) 
18(59; -88; 36) 
19(90; -88; 42) 
20(93; -88; 74) 

and c = 160 mm; d = 100 mm. 

The computed image points are: 

1'(56,7: -119) 8'(73,3; -84-,9) 
2'(62; -112) 9'(44; -66) 
3'(43,8; -86,4) 10'(19,4; -69,4) 
4-'(28; -89,7) 11'(15,6; -69) 
5'(31,6; -108,8) 12'(43,3; -96,6) 
6'(22,8; -95,6) 13'(78,8; -89) 
7'(67,4; -112,8) 14'(59,3; -63,6) 
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Perspective image of the dodecahedron based on the known image points is 
shown in Fig. 7. 

3. Perspective of a part of a staircase 

The object is given with its two ordered projections (Fig. 8) in the refer
ence system O(x, y, z). Readings of the corners are: 

1(100; -30; 100) 
2(110; -10; 0) 
3(110; -10; 25) 
4(110; 10; 25) 
5(110; 10; 50) 
6(110; 30; 50) 
7(110; 30: 75) 
8(110: 50: 75) 
9(110; 50; 100) 

10(110; 90; 100) 
11(100: -30: 0) 

12(100; 35; 0) 
13(110; 35; 0) 
14(100; 90; 75) 
15(110; 90; 75) 
16(100: 90; 100) 
17(240; -30: 100) 
18(230; -10: 0) 
19(230: -10: 25) 
20(230: 10: 25) 
21(230: 10: 50) 
22(230: 30: 50) 

and cl = 100 mm. 

23(230; 30; 75) 
24(230; 50; 75) 
')::;(930' "0' 100) o..V _ ,;), I 

26(2'10; -30; 0) 
27(230: 35; 0) 
28(240; 35; 0) 
99('1"0' 90'''-) _ ""), ,i;) 

30(240; 90: 75) 
31(230; 90: 100) 
32(240; 90: 100) 
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Co-ordinates of the image points given by transformation formulae are: 

1'(50; -15) 
2'(110; -10) 
3'(88; -8) 
4<'(88: 8) 
5'(73; 6,6) 
6'(73; 20) 
7'(63: 17) 
8'(63; 28,5) 
9'(55: 25) 

10'(55: 45) 
11'(100; -30) 
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Fig. 9 

Fig. 9 is the perspective picture of the staircase plotted from the image 
points. 

4. Representing a cylinder 

Let us consider a cylinder with a base circle in the plane ~y = -100 of 
the co-ordinate system O(x, y, z), and he co-ordinates of its c('ntrp: J;[(100; 
-100; 50): cylinder radius r 40 mm and height m = 180 mm. 

In Fig. 10 the dra-willg paper plane of the equation y = -100 contains 
the base circle of the cylinder. In this plane the base circle is oriented to 
co-ordinate system (xl' yJ. The hase face intersects the co-ordinate planes 
(xz) and (yz), at Xl and at =1' respectively. 

It heing a case of central projection, there exists a central colIinear 
relation between the base circle and its image. The image of the circle is a 
conic section, and in the present case, it will prove to be an ellipse. The images 
of the points of the straight line g in the base circle plane are in the infinity. 
Therefore the opposed axis g is parallel to axis Xl and at a distance d from Xl' 

The base circle face is not intersecting straight line g, therefore its image is an 
ellipse. Drawing tangents from point R of the opposed axis g to the base circle, 
contact points A and B will be central projections of the end points of one 
diameter. Thus the image of pole K of straight line g is the centre point of the 
image of the circle. (It is to be noted that accordingly, the image of the centre 
of the circle will not be the centre of the image.) The conjugate of diameter 
A' B' becomes the image of the circle diameter DE. Therefore it is enough to 
compute only the image data of points A, B, D and K for determining the base 
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Fig. 10 

circle image of the cylinder. (Considering that diameter D'E' is the conjugate 
of diameter A' B', only co-ordinates of points A'D' and](' have to be computed.) 
For the sake of accuracy images B' and E' will be determined as well. The 
straight line parallel to the generatrices of the cylinder intersecting the projec
tion centre C intersects the base circular face at S. Thus the images of contact 
points P and Q of circle tangents belonging to points S are contour points 
of the base circle image. 

To determine the image of the cylinder top circle face, the points fitting 
generatrices passing through points A, B, E, P, Q are needed; these are: 
A*, B*, D*, E*, P* and Q*. 

Their co-ordinates determining the image of the cylinder arc: 

4* 

A(62; -100; 39) 
B(138; -100; 39) 
D(lOO; -100; 90) 
E(lOO; -100 ;10) 
]((100; -100; 39) 
P(127; -100; 20) 
Q(63; -100; 64) 

A*(62; 80; 39) 
B*(138; 80; 39) 
D*(lOO; 80; 90) 
E*(lOO; 80; 10) 
](*(100; 80; 39) 
P*(127; 80; 20) 
Q*(63; 80; 64) 
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Finally, co-ordinates of the image points are: 

A'(44,6; --72) 
B'(99,2; -72) 
D'('"'') 6' '"'') 6) u_, ,-u_, 
E'(90,9; -90,9) 
1('(72; -72) 
P'(105,8; -83,3) 
Q'(38,5; -61) 

A*'(44,6; 57,5) 
B*'(99,2; 57,5) 
D*'(52,6; 42) 
E*'(90,9; 72,7) 
K*'(72; 57,5) 
P*'(105,8; 66,6) 
Q*'(38,5; 48,5) . 

Now, the perspectiYe image of the cylinder can be drawn (Fig. 11). 

/ 
2C 

Cl~~:~'O--~------=-----1--x,--,m~ 

Fig. 11 

5. Central image of a cone of revolution 

Be the radius of the base circle of the cone of revolution r = 30 mm, 
its height m = 60 mm. The hase circle of the cone fits the horizontal plane 
of equation y = 20 and the cone apex is over the base plane. Accordingly, 
the base plane intersects the co-ordinate plane (xy) along straight line t. In 
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Fig. 12 the drawing paper plane is co-ordinate plane (xy), into which the 
base face has been rotated around straight line t. The optionally given base 
circle face is drawn rotated, with centre point N chosen at (lIO; 20; 40). 

The base circle image has been determined just as for the cylinder. Thus 
the base plane image has for centre point the image of point K, whereas con
jugated diameter pair in the image corresponds to chord AB and circle diam
eter DE. 

In the follo\ving, the contour generatrices \viII be constructed. The contact 
generatrices of tangent planes passing the projection centre Co have to be 
determined. Straight line Cc jVI intersects the base plane at T and circle tan
gents drawn from this point are already straight lines fitting the tangent 
planes. Let COl be the projection of the projection centre Co on the base 
plane and (COl) its rotated image. 

Straight line (CC lvI) rotated in its vertical projection plane is drawn 
to Cl C Ni. (CO 1li) cuts out point T. Points P and Q are points of the contour 
generatrices. 
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Fig. 12 
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Thus, for determining the cone image, the following points haye to he 
transformed: 

A(80,5; 20; 33) 
B(139; 20; 33) 
D(l1O; 20; 70) 
E(l1O; 20; 10) 
K(l1O; 20; 33) 
P(83; 20; 52) 
Q(129; 20; 16) 
ivI(l1O: 80; 40) 

-~ }~ :on 

~o 

I 

20~ 

I 
O~O 

P' 

their image points are: A' (60,5: 15) 
Et (104,5: 15) 
D' (64,7; 11,7) 
E' (100; 18) 
K' (82; 15) 

A' 
C' 

0' 
-K-

60 80 100 

Fig. 13 
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P' (54,6; 13,4) 
Q' (Ill; 17,2) 
J1'(71,4: .37) 

--

Finally, the perspectiye image of the cone can he constrnctpd on the 
basis of the image points, in co-ordinate system (x')") (Fig. 13). 

Evaluation 

A plane-faced configuration to he imaged IS giyen by its geometrical 
properties (e.g. in case la and Ib it is sufficient to supply one corner point of 
the euhe). 

In another group of plane-faced configurations, the hase can be construct
ed and so can be the height of the apices outside the base from the hase 
view; their co-ordinates can be computed. 

Thus the co-ordinates of the configuration apices can be read and deter
mined from the hase (Example 2). The reading errors were generally found to 
he smaller than the con:3truction errors. 

The co-ordinates of plane face configuration apices given by ordinate 
projections are determined from readings. The number of computed apex 
images may he redueed if also the ohtained aiming points are med in determin-
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ing the image (Example 3). For instance, in case of the staircase part it is suffi-
cient to compute data of 16 rather than 32 image points. 

For curve-faced configurations bounded by circles, the centre of the 
circle image and its conjugate diameter pair are constructed hy central coUin
eation. The image data of the obtained points are computed. Eventual 
contour gcneratrices of the configuration are simple to determine e,-en hy 
construction, not int('rft~ring with accuracy. Examples 3 and 5 are illnstratin, 
of comhined use of eOllstruetion and computation. 

}Iaking me of the eonfiguration geometry generally results in great 
many simplifications. 

Rather than the results shown in the examples (though they are not to 
be depreciated), the main importanee of the analytic perslwctin' is the possi
bility of computerizf:'d detf:'rmination of 11w ]wrspectiy(> images. 

Because of space shortage. no d(,tailed d,'scription of the computer 
program -will he giyen hut only the chief pha~t':' of the programming. 

L se of a computer ill preparing the drawings means a progress in both 
specd and accuracy comparf'd to construction. Drawing can he made by a 
plotter controlled by a computer-programmed punch-tapf:'. All that haE to be 
done is to punch on tape the geometrical eharacteristics of the ohjeet to be 
represented. 

Input data are: 

1 Numher of characteristic points; 
2 Co-ordinates of characteristic points: 
3 A set of instrlldions on the moyement of the pen; 
4< Projection centre. 

Data are advisably given in mm, whcreas the plotter produces the plane 
co-ordinates with an accuracy of 0.01 mm. 

Thereafter the program is punchad on the control tape of the drawing 
machine. We haY<' a plotter type Digigraf lOOs of this Uniycrsity at our 
disposaL Its control tape is built of so-called blocks ;::eparated by signals. 
Each hlock contains coherent information. 

Drawing consists in connecting the points of programmed co-ordinates 
by a straight line or a cun-e. The cnn-e may be a circular arc or another general 
curve, e.g. a cone section. The principlf:' of dra,y-ing a general ctuye is as follows: 

A fitting CtuY(' determined by a third-degree polynomial is constructed 
for a set of points assumed at close interyals and connected by straight sections. 

Programming* is rather lengthy, however it is of practical importance 

* The program was made and rnn by G. E. KOYlies. second-year student in architecture 
at the Technical rniYcrsity. Budapest. 
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Fig. 14 

by speedily drawing the once programmed object, e.g., the images of a building 
from different angles. 

Fig. 14 shows the raw perspective image of the stair in Example 3, 
drawn by the programmed drawing machine. 

Snmmary 

Analytic perspective determines the central image of the object by computation, per
mitting to apply computer programming and peripheral plotter for drawing the central image. 
Its practical importance is to yield perspective pictures from different angles of the once 
programmed object. 

Associate Prof. Dr. Kalman KORIs, H-1521 Budapest 




